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Kristin Schell simply wanted to get to know her neighbors. When she moved to her 

neighborhood in Austin, Texas, several years ago, she saw garage doors go up and 

down, but never saw an actual neighbor. Craving a simple way to connect with 

others around her, she took a mistaken delivery as her talisman – a picnic table she 

ordered for her backyard was delivered to her front yard – under the magnolia tree 

right by the curb. She decided to paint it Nifty Turquoise, leave it in the front, and 

the #FrontYardPeople movement was born. 

Kristin never dreamt her table could spark a movement, but now there are 

Turquoise Tables all over the United States and around the world. Front Yard People 

are connecting at Kristin’s blog and on social media as she shares her stories and 

theirs with the world. Kristin’s first book, The Turquoise Table: Finding 

Connection and Community in Your Own Front Yard (June 2017, Thomas 

Nelson), is a full-color hospitality guide filled with how-to ideas and recipes to help 

readers connect with neighbors…wherever they live. 

Kristin love affair with the table started during high school. After failing her French class, she was sent overseas on a 

language immersion program where she lived with a French family. Daily they would gather around their table for a 

lengthy and leisurely meal. And although she missed many of the conversation specifics, she could tell the connection 

around that table was rich and deep.  

Fast forward a couple of decades. Kristin marries an introvert husband, Tony, and they have four children, Will (17), 

Anna (15), Ellie (14) and Sarah (9), and a house in the suburbs. With such a full life, she struggled to find her way 

back to the table she had experienced in France. The kind of table that welcomed guests with ease and created a 

sense of belonging – a Turquoise Table. 

As of early 2017, Turquoise Tables have been set in front yards across the U.S. as well as corporate and church 

settings in Texas. Friends and families visiting Ronald McDonald Houses, Seton Hospital, Austin Community College 

and many churches are all gathering around their own Turquoise Tables. One Austin-based nonprofit, ReWork Project 

(https://reworkproject.org), now trains men and women transitioning out of homelessness in skills they can use in the 

marketplace, and they learn by to building Turquoise Tables to sell.    

In July 2017, Kristin will launch The Turquoise Table Collection in partnership with Tuesday Morning stores. The 900+ 

stores nationwide will feature tableware, serving pieces, tea towels, coffee mugs, plates, glasses, a turquoise slow 

cooker, and more. 

Kristin Schell studied French and Government at University of Texas, Austin. Passionate about community, she has 

served at every level, from grassroots-level work in churches and local nonprofits as well our nation's capital. As 

founder of the Turquoise Table and Front Yard People movement, Kristin now travels the country to speak at 

conferences and events as she encourages people to open their lives and homes to others. Kristin and the Turquoise 

Table have been featured in a wide variety of media outlets including the Austin American-Statesman, KEYE-TV/CBS 

Austin, and MOPS International. More information is found at www.theturquoisetable.com.   
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